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ABSTRACT
Context. An SSL encrypted client-server communication is necessary to maintain the security
and privacy of the communication. For an SSL encryption to work, there should be a security
certificate which has a certain expiry period. Periodic renewal of the certificate after its expiry
is a waste of time and an effort on part of the company.
Objectives. In this study, a new system has been developed and implemented, which sends a
certificate during prior communication and does not wait for the certificate to expire.
Automating the process to a certain extent was done to not compromise the security of the
system and to speed up the process and reduce the downtime.
Methods. Experiments have been conducted to test the new system and compare it to the old
system. The experiments were conducted to analyze the packets and the downtime occurring
from certificate renewal.
Results. The results of the experiments show that there is a significant reduction in downtime.
This was achieved due to the implementation of the new system and semi-automation
Conclusions. The system has been implemented, and it greatly reduces the downtime
occurring due to the expiry of the security certificates. Semi-Automation has been done to not
hamper the security and make the system robust.
Keywords: SSL, TLS, Security Certificates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Security is an aspect that is implemented everywhere; Be it securing your system from
malware, having safe and secure communication via phone or be it the communication
between machines. If communication is not secure, then untoward incidents may happen.
The communication between a client node and servers happen via handshakes. The latest
version of Shared key SSL (Secure Socket Layer) is generally used to safeguard credit card
details, passwords etc. [1]–[3]. The client initiates the call and the server responds with an
acknowledgement. During this handshake process the client and server exchange certificates.
The certificates are exchanged because the server and client need to authenticate themselves.
The certificates can either be a Server Certificate, Intermediate Certificate or a Certification
Authority (CA) certificate. These certificates have different validity periods and sent as a chain
while communicating with each other such that even when one expires the top one which in
this case is the CA certificate authorizes the expired certificate.
There are three types of authentication namely:

➢ Basic Authentication: In basic authentication, only the server gets
authenticated in client-server communication
➢ Client-Server Authentication: In client authentication both client and server
exchange certificates.
➢ Resumed Authentication: When a connection is already established between a
client and a server resumed authentication is possible. Here in this type of
communication sessions are resumed with the help of session keys [4].
The certificates sent out by the client and the servers have certain expiration dates [5]. These
certificates are stored in the respective trust stores of the client and the server. A trust store is
one where certificates of CA related to the client or server are stored [6].
The certificate sent out by the server without getting it signed by the legitimate CA may not
be acceptable to some clients. Therefore, a certificate must be signed by a proper authority so
that the client can accept it.
The trust stores contain certificates which are passed between the client and the server. Since
the certificates issued have a certain expiration date, the certificate needs to be renewed and
the renewed certificate has to be updated at the client and server trust stores [7].

1.2 Aim and objectives
The aim of this study is to devise a system such that a new system can accept the updated
certificates in the ongoing communication itself using resumed authentication. The further aim
of this study is to automate the process such that the server sends a new certificate when the
old certificate expires, and the client accepts it.
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The objectives are:
a) To devise a system so that it is possible to send a new certificate in the existing
communication when the old certificate expires, and the client accepts it.
b) Implement the process such that the client accepts the certificate during the session itself
and there is no downtime occurring when a new session starts.
c) Automate/Semi-automate the process such that there is no need to manually update the
certificate at the client end.

1.3 Research questions
The research questions are:
RQ1: What are the techniques by which the current security protocols can be changed
so that it accepts the new certificate and implementing the technique?
Motivation: The current security protocols function by exchanging certificates and then start
the communication. When a certificate expires in the middle of the communication the
communication doesn’t stop but the next session is affected. The motivation here is that during
the existing communication the transfer of certificate should take place because if a certificate
has expired then a new communication isn’t possible until its renewed again.
RQ2: Is it feasible to fully automate the whole process or only semi-automation is
possible?
Motivation: Automating the whole process such that the server automatically sends a
certificate when the certificate is about to expire without human intervention or automating
the process such that some parts of the process do require a notification to be sent to the user
at the end. This would be investigated such that it doesn’t compromise the security and
integrity of the system.

1.4 Outline
This study is divided into chapters. Chapter 2 deals with the background of the study, and it
describes some terminology related to this study. Chapter 3 deals with related work, and it
delves into existing literature and what each concept means. Chapter 4 deals with methodology
and how the experiment is done. Chapter 5 deals with Results. Chapter 6 deals with the
analyzation of the results. Chapter 7 deals with a discussion based on the observed results.
Chapter 8 deals with a conclusion and future work.
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2. BACKGROUND
In this chapter, we will discuss the background pertaining to the study.

2.1 Security Certificates
Security certificates in [8] are described as an identification mechanism between two parties
that can validate each other using a handshake protocol. The importance of Security
certificates is also written saying that modern society cannot function without them. Security
certificates are at the heart of all industries such as banking, communication over the internet,
online shopping etc.
The handshake process is defined in [8] as communication between two entities where one
identification/validation is done by each and other entity acknowledges the communication by
sending messages. The message can typically be an ACK. The entities communicate via
handshake and the certificates should be stored with each of them. These storage places are
called trust stores. These certificates are issued by a trusted CA (certificate authority) and these
certificates are platform independent [8].
A security certificate typically contains the name of the owning entity, its private key, Issuing
certificate authority name, digital signature and expiry period. The expiry period for
certificates varies and when the certificate expires the communication doesn’t happen. This
will usually result in a rejected handshake and cause downtime for the entities trying to
communicate with each other.
This study deals with this research gap on how to reduce downtime for the entity’s
communication. There is a need to come up with an automated/semi-automated system for
certificate renewal. This study also delves into the security aspects of fully automating the
system.

2.2 Digital Signatures
For a message to be private between two entities secret key cryptography or public key
cryptography can be employed but to validate or trust this by the end user digital signatures
are used [8]. In this procedure, the sending entity hashes a message and uses its private key for
encryption and once it's encrypted it is called a signature and it is sent along with the message
for the receiving entity to verify the identity [8].
Digital signatures solve the existing identity problem.
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3. RELATED WORK
SSL/TLS:
Cryptographic protocols such as Secured Socket Layer (SLS), and Transport Layer Security
(TLS) provides security in communications over a network. The layers are found to be useful
in a multi-layered computer network and can be found widespread among day-to-day
applications such as web browsers, email, instant messaging and Voice over-IP (VoIP) etc.
The TLS is used to secure the communications between web sites and their servers [9], [10].
TLS aims at providing privacy and data integrity among distinct computer applications. The
following properties could be noticed in an established secured TLS layer [9]:
The data transmitted is encrypted due to the usage of symmetric cryptography and hence the
communications are secure. The keys are generated at the start of the session with symmetric
encryption and exchanged over TLS handshake protocol which will be established at the start
of the session. The negotiation of the secure and private, so that if an attacker interferes in the
handshake it will be detected and denied [9].
TLS layer also includes properties such as public-key cryptography and message
authentication code [9].
TLS layer comprises two layers: the TLS protocol and the TLS handshake protocol [9].
OpenSSL:
OpenSSL is an implementation of SSL and TLS protocols. The library is written in the C
language and is used in applications that need to secure communication over computer
networks against attacks such as eavesdropping or need to ascertain the secure exchange party
at the other end [11].
Wireshark:
Wireshark is a tcpdump, except with a graphical front-end and some filtering options. It helps
the user to assign some network interface controllers that support promiscuous mode, and so
that they can analyse all the traffic visible on that interface, not just traffic coming to only one
interface. It has various properties such as packet analyser, network switch and port mirroring
[12].
Apache Tomcat:
Apache Tomcat or Tomcat Server is an open-source Java Servlet Container. Tomcat
implements Java Servlet, Java Server pages, Java EL, and webSocket and provides a “pure
Java” HTTP web server environment [13]–[15].
Tomcat has components such as Catalina, Coyote and Jasper.
The communication between a client and a server for the first time is established either by
basic authentication or client-server authentication. The communication starts by exchanging
certificates and the authentication of the certificate is done only at the beginning and if the
certificate expires in the middle of the communication there is no interruption and it proceeds
as it is. But the problem comes into place when the session is restarted and renegotiation of
the connection should take place leading to a full handshake which causes unnecessary
downtime [4].
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For example, in the company, Tata Consultancy Services which has a lot of client-server
installations in place has the issue of expiring certificates. It needs to have a system in place
because if the certificate expires on one server then there is a potential for a world-wide outage
resulting in a lot of cost for the company. So, there is a need to send a new certificate in the
existing communication itself as its still valid or send a certificate a lot prior to the expiry by
postdating it.
Diffie-hellman Key Exchange:
According to [16] Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange algorithm is a way for two entities to
communicate securely without compromising data to third parties. This exchange is carried
out by making a prime number and an integer public for everyone to access but computing
privately with secret integers. Its also mentioned in the article that when encryption is done
with SSL Diffie-hellman algorithm is utilized.
Handshake Protocol:
A handshake protocol is used when two entities need to authenticate themselves using
certificates. According to [17] in a communication between two entities typically say an entity
H starts the communication with a hello and a certificate which is verified by P and hereby
receives H’s public key and the process is repeated by P and verified by H. After this H replies
with a message saying it's verified. Thus setting the stage for the transfer of data.
SYN Flag:
In an Http protocol, the client starts the communication. According to [18] the communication
is started by an SYN flag and usually gets a response of SYN+ACK back. The SYN flag is
called synchronize. This timestamp can be seen later in the results section of the thesis.
FIN Flag:
Described in [18] the FIN flag is used to end communication. This is usually preceded by an
ACK that acknowledges a response.
RST Flag:
According to [18] the RST flag can typically mean the end of a conversation or that something
has gone wrong and the communication needs to be reset. Typically this occurs due to network
issues causing the communication to break or at the start of the communication if the
certificates aren’t accepted.

3.1 Research gap
The second issue is that when a server certificate expires then it should be replaced with a new
certificate at the client trust stores. The updating is done manually. If the server is connected
to one client, then manually updating the certificate does not require much effort but if a server
is connected to hundreds of clients, it presents a major problem.
In [19], [20, p. 2] the authors talk about resuming sessions by the method of encapsulation.
Here the session state is transformed into a ticket by encapsulation and sent to the client. The
issue with this mechanism is that it doesn’t cater to the need of an expired certificate and only
talk about resuming sessions. There is a need to cater to the need of an expired certificate and
to replace it with a new certificate during the session in which the certificate expires such that
13

there is no need for a full handshake to take place which results in unnecessary downtimes.
Thus, there is a research gap present and it is addressed in this Thesis
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4. METHODOLOGY
The main purpose of this study is to reduce the downtimes resulting due to the expiry of
security certificates during client-server communication. In order to answer the research
questions research methods are used [21]. A research method is selected depending upon the
nature of the research question.
The procedure that will be followed to answer the research questions and the research methods
are:
a) A literature review will be conducted to gain knowledge in this area and how to
successfully answer the research questions
b) An environment will be set up to properly conduct the experiments. After the
environment was set up, the experiments were performed
c) The results derived from conducting the experiments will be thoroughly analysed.
The experiment was chosen to answer the research questions because the variables involved
needed to be studied and it is only possible under experimental conditions. The hypothesis
proposed that sending the certificates before they expire during prior communication itself will
reduce unnecessary downtimes can only be proven using experimental conditions to ensure
the validity of results [21].
Exclusion criteria:
➢ A survey is generally chosen when the topic is well known to the people who will be
answering the questionnaire. The research questions that were formulated can’t be
answered without proper experiments. The survey questionnaire if distributed may not
bring in a large amount of data and it wouldn’t be enough to answer the research
questions fully [21].
➢ A case study is done when there is a need to undertake an investigation to fully
understand a concept. This type of research method is more suited for exploratory
problems and not for finding out how to reduce downtimes occurring from certificates
expiry [21].
➢ Interviews are undertaken to answer questions related to qualitative research. The
research questions formulated can’t be answered by an interviewee without certain
proof to back up their answers. An interview between an interviewer and an
interviewee doesn’t start with a predefined set of questions but is generally steered by
how the interviewee answers the questions [21].

4.1 Experiment
4.1.1 Test Environment
The Environment was set up on a virtual machine. A Linux system was chosen to properly
perform the experiments since most of the client-server communications were done on this
system at the company TCS. The client-server communication was established using Apache
Tomcat as a web server and Mozilla Firefox browser as the client.
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4.1.2 Setup of the existing system
The client-server communication was established by installing OpenSSL, Wireshark and
Apache Tomcat web server on the system. After installing tomcat on the system, the next step
is to configure the Apache web server to SSL/TLS. This step is done to secure communication
between the client and the server. Now we have the existing system.
The existing system is modelled by the following commands.
➢ Self-signed certificate creation: To create key and a certificate for the server.
sudo openssl req -x509 -nodes -days 2 -newkey rsa:2048 -keyout
/etc/ssl/private/apache-selfsigned.key -out /etc/ssl/certs/apache-selfsigned.crt

Figure 4.1 Self-signed certificate creation
➢ Fill in the details of the certificate and mention server name as 127.0.0.1 since
it’s the server IP address. In the above figure, the server name is mentioned.
➢ Create a Diffie-Hellman group
sudo openssl dhparam -out /etc/ssl/certs/dhparam.pem 2048

Figure 4.2 Creating a Diffie-Hellman group
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➢

The next step is to configure apache to SSL.

➢

This is done by creating a configuration snippet and name the file.

Figure 4.3 Creating a configuration snippet.
➢

Make changes to the default-ssl.conf file which is an SSL virtual host file.

Figure 4.4 Make changes to the default-ssl.conf file.
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➢ Adjust the firewall using the command.
sudo ufw allow ‘Apache Full’

Figure 4.5 Adjusting the firewall
➢ Restart Apache using the command.
sudo systemctl restart apache2
Now we have the existing system. Open Wireshark and keep it in the Loopback interface so
as to properly analyze the system.
Now try accessing https://127.0.0.1 through the web browser. This will display a page which
means a successful TLS encrypted connection has been established. While doing this, packets
will be captured using Wireshark and the behaviour of the handshake will be observed.
The communication starts with an SYN flag and ends with a FIN flag. The time is also recorded
for the whole handshake process. Now, when the certificate expires, the connection keeps
resetting by using the RST flag. This flag is used when there is confusion in the connection
over non-accessibility.

4.1.3 Setup of the proposed system RQ1:
The proposed system is modelled by sending a new security certificate right before the old
certificate is set to expire. Certain steps were followed in modelling the system.
Here a command is run each time there is a new communication session happening between a
client and server, which lets us know the exact date of expiry. This date is considered and, if
it is seen that there is only one communication session left between its expiry, the new
certificate commands are executed. The command for finding out the certificate expiry is:
echo | openssl s_client -connect 127.0.0.1:443 2>/dev/null | openssl x509 -noout –dates
The above command gives us the date, exact time with seconds and the year in which it will
expire. In the above system, a self-signed certificate was created with a set expiry date of
two days. If on the 2nd day is the last communication, then a new certificate is sent in the
communication itself by executing a series of commands.
18

Then Wireshark is used to analyse the packets when this happens, and the timings are
recorded. In the old system, there is an RST flag thrown when it is unable to establish the
communication. The communication keeps resetting. Before the certificate expires, the new
certificate is created along the lines of the old certificate with the same attributes. Thus,
significantly reducing the downtime occurring from installing the certificate after its expiry.

4.1.4 Setup of the proposed system RQ2:
The second RQ is automating the whole process to reduce human intervention as far as
possible. This is semi-automation since fully automating the process might compromise the
security of the client-server communication. This is done by running a shell script. The
contents of the shell script are displayed below.
#!/bin/sh
openssl x509 -in apache-selfsigned.crt -noout -enddate
openssl req -renew -key apache-selfsigned.key -out renew.csr
openssl genrsa -out apache-selfsigned.key 2048
openssl x509 -req -days 2 -in renew.csr -signkey apache-selfsigned.key -out renew.crt
cp apache-selfsigned.key renew.pem
cat renew.crt >> renew.pem
openssl verify renew.crt
openssl s_server -cert apache-selfsigned.pem -www -accept 4567
openssl s_client -connect localhost:4567
This file will be named as automate.sh. This file can be executed in terminal using the
command chmod +x automate.sh. The above script is explained in the figure

Figure 4.6 Diagrammatic representation of the proposed system semi-automation
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5. RESULTS
In this section, the results from the simulation of a modified client-server connection and their
analysis are presented. The analysis of the said data is explained in the later sections.

5.1 Client-Server System and its Security Certificates
Renewal
In this section, the results of the existing client-server system communication and the proposed
system are presented below.
In the following tables, the first column is called Steps making it easier for the reader to refer
to the protocols and messages. The second column is the time stamp. The third column is the
protocol that is used by the handshake and the fourth column is the message that lets the reader
know what is happening in that step.

5.1.1 Existing System
The authentication between a client and a server is carried out with resumed authentication.
This simulation is carried out to test how the handshake is executed when the certificate
expires. The following Table 1 will give a clear picture regarding the behaviour of the
existing system.
Step

1
2
3
4
5
6

Time
0.000000000
0.000018225
0.000030995
0.000158082
0.000172408
0.051189538

Protocol
TCP
TCP
TCP
TLSv1.2
TCP
TLSv1.2

7
8

0.051207150
0.056878437

TCP
TLSv1.2

9
10

0.056891754
0.057165714

TCP
TLSv1.2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.058916832
0.059763684
0.064451270
0.064536260
0.067839694
0.067857570
0.067869581
0.070980763
0.071027873
0.104363840

TLSv1.2
TCP
TLSv1.2
TCP
TCP
TCP
TCP
TLSv1.2
TCP
TLSv1.2

21
22

0.104378271
0.109636478

TCP
TLSv1.2

23

0.109909883

TLSv1.2

Message
[SYN]
[SYN, ACK]
[ACK]
Client Hello
[ACK]
Server Hello,
Certificate, Server Key Exchange, Server Hello Done
[ACK]
Client Key Exchange,
Change Cipher Spec, Hello Request, Hello Request
[ACK]
Change Cipher Spec,
Encrypted Handshake Message
Encrypted Alert
[FIN, ACK]
Encrypted Alert
[RST]
[SYN]
[SYN, ACK]
[ACK]
Client Hello
[ACK]
Server Hello,
Certificate, Server Key Exchange, Server Hello Done
[ACK]
Client Key Exchange,
Change Cipher Spec, Hello Request, Hello Request
Change Cipher Spec,
Encrypted Handshake Message

20

24
25
26
27

0.120183297
0.120349927
0.120383445
0.122090590

TLSv1.2
TLSv1.2
TCP
TCP

Encrypted Alert
Encrypted Alert
[FIN, ACK]
[RST, ACK]

Table 5.1 Existing System Handshake
The communication starts by sending The SYN flag and it responds by SYN, ACK. The
Handshake process has started, and the client and server are trying to establish a connection.
RST flag here means that it is trying to reset the connection because it is trying to match the
expired certificate with the one in the trust store as shown in figure 5.1 below.

Figure 5.1 Error when matching expired certificates
The next step here is for a new certificate to be installed at the client trust store resulting in the
downtime because of the failed communication.

5.1.2 Proposed System:
The proposed system implements the process of renewal of certificates in the communication
taking place between a client-server before their expiry. This system sends the certificate
after the client and server establish the communication. The packets can be seen in table 5.2
below.
Step

Time

Protocol

Message

1

0.000000000

TCP

[SYN]

2

0.000017602

TCP

[SYN, ACK]

3

0.000029621

TCP

[ACK]

4

0.000161296

TLSv1.2

Client Hello

5

0.000176832

TCP

6

0.000497968

TLSv1.2

7

0.000533194

TCP

8

0.000725425

TLSv1.2

Change Cipher Spec,
Hello Request, Hello Request

9

0.001116272

TLSv1.2

Application Data

10

0.001131257

TCP

11

0.001270930

TLSv1.2

12

0.035623372

TCP

13

4.932000837

TLSv1.2

Encrypted Alert

14

4.932022235

TCP

[ACK]

15

4.932069487

TCP

[FIN, ACK]

16

4.932229904

TCP

[FIN, ACK]

17

4.932241296

TCP

[ACK]

Server Hello, Change
Cipher Spec, Encrypted Handshake Message

Application Data

Table 5.2 Proposed System Handshake
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The communication takes place when the certificate is accepted by the client and the
handshake is successful. The system works in such a way that the new certificate is sent in the
application data by executing the shell script before the old certificate expires as described in
the experiment section.

22

Figure 5.2 Proposed System Flowchart
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5.1.3 Proposed System Automation
This RQ has been answered by automating the process partially and executing the shell file to
renew the certificate. This significantly reduces the downtime that would have happened if the
user would execute the code one by one. This system is semi-automated because the user needs
to change specific values in the conf file. This part was left untouched because of security
issues and making sure that the certificate had the right credentials. This ensures that a
certificate is verified before installing it on the client side.
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6. ANALYSIS
This Chapter deals with the analysis of the results by comparing the two systems.

6.1 Existing System:
It can be seen from the results that the existing system tries to reset the communication when
its certificates do not match and can be seen from the Figure 6.1 below the time it takes to
establish a connection.

Figure 6.1 Existing System time taken with relation to each step
After the last RST flag, the communication terminates. This is followed by the user manually
updating the certificate resulting in loss of time and effort. The above graph shows at what
time intervals what flags are exchanged and it runs in a loop trying to establish a connection.
The above system results explain a normal handshake process when the certificate is valid.
The downtime to manually install a certificate can’t be calculated since it depends on a lot of
factors such as availability/resources etc.
This system doesn’t reduce the human effort but increases it manifold as it requires the system
to be worked on when in maintenance thus increasing the cost for the entities.
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6.2 Proposed System:
The Proposed System overcomes the limitations of the Existing System and the certificate is
renewed without any significant loss of time. It can be seen from the graph below how the
time spikes when the data is exchanged.

Figure 6.2 Proposed System time taken in relation to each step
The graph above shows the modified system where there is a certain spike in the time taken
for the application data to be sent. The proposed system does take more time to complete the
communication because of the extra transfer i.e. certificate that is taking place.
The proposed system reduces human effort as well as the time is taken for exchanging of
certificates.
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7. DISCUSSION
The proposed system renews the certificates by sending them in the previous communication
itself instead of creating a new one and sending it once the old one expires. The system’s work
is shown in the results and how it sends the certificate using the shell script. This system
significantly reduces the time taken to renew the certificates which require a user to manually
execute the commands.
The system can also be implemented on a stand-alone application using socket-programming
in Java. The socket program should be returned for both the client side and the server side.
This isn’t necessary for this model because it is a web-based client-server model.

7.1 Limitations
The limitations of this study are:
➢ This experiment was performed on one Linux system. Other entities communicating
make give varied results.
➢ The manual downtime is not being measured in the results since it varies from user to
user. Normalizing these results would probably be more accurate.
➢ The system is semi-automated which means the user’s intervention at the end is
necessary. Fully automating it without compromising on the security aspects might be
better in the future.

7.2 Answer to Research Questions
RQ1: What are the techniques by which the current security protocols can be changed
so that it accepts the new certificate and implement the technique?
Answer: In the communication that happens between two entities a security certificate can be
sent to the other entity once the initial communication is established. It has been found that
sending a certificate before its expiry and verification by the user would result in a significantly
reduced downtime as compared to the whole system breakdown and excessive human effort
ultimately resulting in a huge cost.
RQ2: Is it feasible to fully automate the whole process or only semi-automation is
possible?
Answer: After investigation of the potential pitfalls with fully automating the process there
were some security issues found such as giving one entity access to other entity’s trust store is
not safe and having a user verify the credentials will result in a much more robust and safe
system. The semi-automated solution has been implemented and when employed before the
expiry of a certificate, has been associated with a significantly smaller effort on the human
part and have a successful running system.
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7.3 Threats to Validity
7.3.1 Internal Validity:
According to [22] internal validity can be the cause and effect of how the experiment was done
and would give the researcher an idea to get correct results. In this study, different types of
certificate can be an issue and to mitigate this, several self-signed certificates were created
with different data and experiment was run with both the existing system and proposed system.

7.3.2 External Validity:
According to [22] external validity can be to check if the results obtained during the
experiment can be generalised to the outside systems in place. The proposed system was
primarily developed and implemented on Linux systems. The major risk here can be that it
might not be scalable to other platforms. This can be mitigated by using the same concept and
changing the code to suit the intended platform.

7.3.3 Construct Validity:
According to [23] construct validity can be to check the experiment and the observations
derived from the results of the conducted experiment. Here the threat can be the varying
downtime. This was mitigated by restricting the existing system after certain iterations to give
a good comparison of results.
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main goal of the thesis was to reduce the downtime occurring from security certificate
renewal. To achieve this the proposed system was implemented by sending the certificate
before its expiry after the handshake takes place. Although there is a spike in time segment
when the certificate is sent it is still less than the downtime occurring if a certificate expires
and one needs to manually install the certificate again. Thus, not having to shut down
operations completely. Semi-automation has been proposed and carried out since it might
hamper security and the configuration file change done by the user will add a verification layer
to the system.
The future work in this area can be to
➢ Fully automate this system so that it doesn’t affect the security and maybe reduce the
time it takes to send the application data.
➢ Measure the manual downtime occurring for different entities because of the standard
approach and give total results since the proposed system doesn’t cause downtimes it
would be good to have results measuring it.
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